Introduction
Welcome to the video tutorial of your Gravetye at home experience.
Thank you for supporting us and also our official charity Chestnut Tree House Children’s Hospice.
We have put a lot of thought into trying to balance the fun of preparation, the simplicity of your
involvement and the quality of the end result and hope you enjoy eating and preparing this
immensely.
This video is in two sections. First, the preparation, which will take around 30 to 40 minutes. When
your preparation phase is complete you can freshen up, have a short break or get anything else
ready if need be. The second section is service or when you are ready to begin.
When you open your box you will find a menu card for the table, an allergy information sheet and
detailed written instructions that mimic this video. Watching this video in full and reading the
instructions before you begin will give you a much clearer understanding of what you are going to
achieve.
So to start with the preparation, let’s do some cooking!…

Preparation
1. There is an apron for the chef, you can pop that on, and below all the components for the
seven different servings of your meal, which are all clearly labelled and coloured coded.
2. Take out all the components and place them in 7 piles of matching colours. We are going to
work our way through these piles in the same order as the menu.
3. If you have chosen to add any caviar, you can pop open the lid, place it on a small serving
dish with the mother of pearl spoons and place in the fridge.
4. Put your tart cases on a small plate or tray, these would be lovely with the addition of a little
caviar later on if you can spare some.
5. Next, take your cultured butter and place on a small plate and onto the table to soften. And
place the bread on a small plate, but keep it in the bag.
6. Then take your pea soup and add to a small pan. The best way is to heat it up gently using a
whisk, so pop that in the pan too. You will need some small bowls or a tea cup to serve this
in, if you have a warming oven or aga then that is a perfect spot to keep these hot.
7. Now for the starter. We are going to plate half of this up now and just leave a few items to
finish later. Open the salmon pressing container and lift out using the palette knife and place
two pieces on each starter plate.
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8. Take your asparagus and arrange in the gaps. Cut the piping bag of the citrus gel with some
scissors on the black line and pipe some dots around the plate. Try to add these evenly
across the dish.
9. For the vegetarian alternative, place the asparagus on the plate, and then add the black
truffle emulsion and citrus gel. You want to use around twice as much of the emulsion as the
citrus gel in a random but balanced style.
10. Onto the main course. Turn your oven to 120 degrees C. Get your main course plates and
sauce jugs ready by placing in your warming oven or aga. Open your box containing the
lamb, pop a disk of wild garlic crust on top of each one. For the lamb garnish, just loosen the
lid. When the lamb goes in the pre-heated oven it should warm for at least 40 minutes to
ensure it is hot (whilst enjoying your caviar/aperitif/canapés/soup/starter).
11. For the vegetarian alternative, take the lids off and add a piece of crust to the top of each of
the seared onions.
12. Replace the lids loosely and put all the metal containers onto a tray ready to go in the oven.
13. Now we are going to make the soufflé mix. The idea is that we make the mix now so that
after you eat the main course you can just pop it in the oven. A few pieces of equipment
needed here are a mixer or electric hand whisk, a plastic spatula and a palette knife.
14. Add the egg white to the mixer, whisk for a minute on high speed until starting to aerate and
slowly rain in the sugar. When it is ready, you should be able to turn it upside down without
it falling out! If it is too runny, continue to whisk. This could take between 5 and 8 minutes
depending on the mixer/whisk used.
15. Into a bowl add the gooseberry soufflé base, add a third of the egg and whisk in, followed by
another third and fold, followed by the last third and fold. It doesn’t have to look completely
uniform at this point.
16. Add this to the blue piping bag. Carefully take out your ramekins from the containers. These
are already lined for you with a spiced crumb, so try not to damage the lining in any way.
17. Snip the end of the piping bag and pipe into the ramekins so they are just over full. Scrape
off the top using the palette knife away from the centre in three swipes. Then run the tip of
your thumb all around the edge of the ramekin so you can see the lining. Add these to a tray
and leave on the side.
18. Finally take your chocolates, open the lid, place the chocolates on the lid, add the cocoa nibs
to a small dish, then pop the chocolates on the nibs.
And that is all the preparation finished, now for the service!
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Service
1. First, place your main course tray into the pre-heated oven.
2. Then go and enjoy your caviar.

3. Now the canapes. Cut the tip off the piping bag for the goats curd. Add a small dot to each
tart case. Then add the beetroot half-sphere, place another dot of goats curd on top, add
the sorrel leaves and sprigs of dill. Then go and eat!
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4. Warm the soup up. While it is warming take the bread out the bag and place it on the table.

5. When the soup is warm/hot give it a whisk and pour into the bowls. Finish with the peas, the
mint dressing, the pea shoots and serve.
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6. Now for the salmon dish. Decorate with the watercress and young leaves, then add the
dressing to the salmon roe, using a teaspoon stir it in, then drizzle over the plate. Go and
enjoy!

7. For the vegetarian version finish with the watercress, young leaves, croutons and capers.
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8.

For the main course, place the onion puree in the microwave for 30 seconds, poke to evenly
distribute the heat. Remove the tray from the oven and turn it up to 180 degrees C to cook
the soufflés later on. Onto the main course plates add the garnish and lamb using a palette
knife. Cut the end of the piping bag and add some dots of onion puree, then decorate with
the wild alliums.
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9. For the vegetarian version add the components from the metal trays, followed by the onion
puree, the pine nut and golden raisin mix and the wild alliums.

10. The standard version has this absolutely delicious sauce waiting for you in the base. Serve on
the side in a jug at the table or pour directly to the plate. Take to the table!
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11. After eating the main course, place your soufflé in the pre-heated oven. Place a timer on for
8 minutes. In this time you can get your gooseberry coulis ready in a jug, get your plates with
a coaster in the centre of each one, and scoop your vanilla cream onto spoons using a spoon
from some hot water.
12. The cream and coulis can be taken to the table now along with your chocolates for
afterwards. Your soufflés should rise by about an inch, so allow them a couple more minutes
if they are not tall enough. As soon as they leave the oven place them on the coasters and
serve. Be careful to only touch the ramekins when lifting!

We look forward to welcoming guests back to Gravetye in the not too distant future.
Until it is safe enough to do so we wish you all the best. Thank you!
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